
A velvety smooth Rhône blend with good depth of colour. Well-rounded with a 
gamey concentration of blackcurrant, cherry and peppercorn. A full-bodied 
wine with grippy tannin and hints of blueberry on the palate.

TASTING

Alc: 14.61 %  |  RS: 3.6 g/l  |  TA: 5.4 g/l  |  PH: 3.56
ANALYSIS

85% Shiraz
13% Mourvédre
2% Viognier

GRAPE VARIETY

WINE OF ORIGIN

Grapes sourced from the Coastal Region on mostly clay-loam soils.
The vineyards are meticulously farmed and managed.

THE VINEYARD

The Shiraz and Mourvedre grapes were harvested fully ripe, in the early 
morning. The Viognier grapes were harvested ripe, once the skin changed to a 
slight yellow colour on the shoulder of the bunch where after it was whole-bunch 
pressed. After crushing, the must was cold-soaked for a week before the onset of 
fermentation. Selected Rhône yeast strains were used. The wines were transferred 
to the barrel where malolactic fermentation was completed in a mix of a new (15%) 
and used French and American oak barriques. The wines spent 12 months in 
barrel before being blended, and it received a light filtration prior to bottling.

WINEMAKING

Perfect to enjoy at a “Braai” with friends, Ostrich Fillet and Lamb Chops on 
the fire. Also great with a Charcuterie platter overlooking the African sunset.

FOOD PAIRING

Mid-February 2019
HARVEST DATES

Something strange and beautiful has been happening in the South. Some 
call it a revolution, others an evolution. Juno calls it adventure. As a 
winemaker, she was compelled to make wine in the dryland conditions. 
Think hot, unforgiving sun. Little to no rain. Pretty perfect for cultivating 
robust varieties, wouldn’t you say? And so that’s exactly what Juno did, 
knowing the vines would thrive in a similar climate to their origin. The 
result? A rich, diverse and fruit-forward range of wines that has inspired 
winemaking as the core ingredient of every bottle.

Coastal Region


